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American Chronicle I Keep Sun out of Baby's Eyes this Summer with Baby NapCap!
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Keep Sun out of Boby's Eyes this Summer with Boby
NopCop!
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Teri Macy

Teri Macy

lmagine strolling through the park or driving in your car
and your baby is trying to sleep but can't because the
in his or hers little eyes? Putting on
-r,1b#;, sun is beaming
-means
it's iime to steepl
Baby Napcap

Teri Macy is a
mother of two

\ ery

child ren,

Baby Napcap is not sunglasses, nor a sun hat, but
more like an awning shade that would be raised and lowered. The concept is all new, though
very simple. To visualize the Napcap think of a comfortable, washable cotton baseball cap
with a bill that is not firm. The portion that fits on the head is soft and expandable. The bill
or veil is delicate polyester that falls down over the eyes and has been made of light material
in a shape that fioats over th€ baby's nose so 3s not to intefere with breathing. It calms the
baby and promotes sleep safely. When Napcap is not being used to shield the baby from
light and distractions, the veil is multi-functional and can be worn up like a typical baby cap,
it can be lowered half way to become a sun vlsor or it can be reversed and shield the back of
the babies neck as a sunshade.
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Launched in November 2009, Baby
Napcap sold out on Baby Steals in one
day! Featured on Better Mornings
television as a great find for Father's
Day. Parents and caregivers are finding
the Napcap to be the perfect aid and
solution to sleep problems with babies. A
simple yet ingenious design blocks out
light and distraction safely to help baby
sleep.
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For more information about Baby
Napcap, visit www.babynapcap.com!

Communily

grandmother of
four children,
wife, and
business

entrepreneur in
Interior Design, Real Estate and Property
Management.

Teri is not new to creative business as
she started an Interior Design company
in 1977 that is still operating today. Teri
founded Baby Napcap, LLC with only the
idea of helping mother's solve the
problem of getting babies to sleep in the
busy world of today. She knows Napcap
is the creative solution to easy napping
for mothers and babies.
Upon the birth of her fourth grandchild,
Teri was inspired to create the product
known as Napcap to solve the common
problem of too much light and
distractions in this busy world for little
babies to get to sleep. She knew that
overly stimulated babies have trouble
relaxing and falling asleep.

Teri's hope is that she has developed

a

product that will help mothers and
babies everywhere and every day.
Napcap is a cue for babies to sleep.
Napcap means Naptime.
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Teri enjoys babysitting her grandchildren
and traveling with her husband,
especially to new, unique destinations.
She is an active tennis club player for 20
years and a Race Walker enthusiast for 7
years. Her hobbies include gardening
and painting and drawing.
Teri has received the following
recognition and awards:
San Diego State University Sophomore
W0man of the Year
San Diego State University Outstanding
Service Award
TransDesigns Industrles Seven #1 Sales
Awards
Coldwell Banker Real Estate Top Sale
Associate Recognition
Grantree Office Furniture Top Sales
Award for the Year
B.S. Degree in Marketing and Business
San Diego State University
California Real Estate Broker License
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